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Abstract: This paper addresses the confrontation decision-making problem of unmanned aerial vehicles（UAVs） 
based on fictitious self-play multi-agent proximal policy optimization. UAV confrontation relies on autonomous 
decision-making， enabling the UAV to generate action instructions based on environmental information. An 
innovative autonomous decision-making methodology for UAV confrontations is proposed within the context of red-

blue air combat tasks. Initially， the current situation is evaluated by employing the relative angle between the missile 
attack area and the UAV. Following this， guided by the evaluated scenario， the design of state space， action space， 
and real-time reward feedback is implemented to streamline the training process. Subsequently， an advanced method 
is introduced for optimizing strategy through a virtual autonomous agent’s proximity， aiming to derive the advantage 
function and average strategy from the experience buffer of training data. Ultimately， the efficacy and superiority of 
the proposed method are validated through simulations of UAVs engaging in red-blue countermeasure tasks.
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0 Introduction 

Owing to their high cost-effectiveness， robust 
maneuverability， and formidable concealment capa‐
bilities， unmanned aerial vehicles（UAVs） are wide‐
ly applied in military area encompassing tasks such 
as reconnaissance， surveillance， and targeted at‐
tacks. Facing the complex battlefield environment， 
the confrontation and decision-making capabilities of 
UAVs have become a key development direction. 
UAV confrontation decision-making is a coordinat‐
ed air battle formed by a group of UAVs intercept‐
ing another group of UAVs. UAVs， endowed with 
self-organizing adaptability and anthropomorphic 
cognition， assess their surroundings through envi‐
ronmental sensing. They employ strategies such as 
attack， avoidance， dispersion， concentration， coop‐

eration， and assistance， guided by specific rules. In 
aggregate， research in UAVs has revealed the char‐
acteristics of its cluster confrontation.

Generally speaking， UAV adversarial deci‐
sion- making approaches can be categorized into two 
distinct groups： Conventional methods and intelli‐
gent methods. Conventional methods pertain to le‐
veraging expert experiences， formulaic derivations， 
and similar techniques to attain optimal decisions. 
These methodologies primarily rely on preexisting 
knowledge or mathematical computations， lacking 
the innate capacity for self-optimization associated 
typically. Gacovski et al.［1］ proposed a combat deci‐
sion modeling method based on expert knowledge 
and the fuzzy system. Although the complexity of 
the model was reduced， it was difficult to deal with 
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states outside the empirical samples. Zhou et al.［2］ 
referred human knowledge structure to design a 
brain-like air combat system that could learn maneu‐
vering tactics of human pilots without human guid‐
ance. Huang et al.［3］ used the Bayesian theory to cal‐
culate the air combat situation， and adaptively ad‐
justed the weight of decision factors according to the 
situation evaluation results， which improved the ro‐
bustness and effectiveness of maneuver decision. 
Scukins et al.［4］ used the Monte Carlo tree to evalu‐
ate the most optimal course of action from the van‐
tage point of the opposing aircraft， while using the 
convex optimization to search for available flight 
paths. Shou et al.［5］ proposed a game of constrained 
strategy solving algorithm based on linear program ‐
ming to generate intelligent decisions of multiple 
UAVs in complex air combat environments. Al‐
though the above methods can realize the decision-

making task in UAV confrontation， some problems 
still exist. For example， global optimization cannot 
be guaranteed， calculation time is long， and the abil‐
ity to deal with unpredictable and non-deterministic 
tasks is inferior.

Intelligent methods refer to the use of intelli‐
gent methods to achieve decision-making and task al‐
location in UAV confrontation， such as population 
optimization algorithm， genetic algorithm， reinforce‐
ment learning， etc. These methods focus on the es‐
tablishment and training of models， and can achieve 
optimization of strategies independently based on de‐
cision objectives. Li et al.［6］ used the improved dis‐
crete particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve 
the target advantage function and encircle advantage 
function， and converted the occupation process into 
formation switching task. Gao et al.［7］ proposed an 
air combat maneuver decision method based on the 
improved symbiotic search （SOS） algorithm， ex‐
panded and improved the traditional basic maneuver 
action library， constructed the fighter maneuver de‐
cision advantage function， and improved the conver‐
gence speed， convergence accuracy and the ability 
to escape the local optimal of the traditional algo‐
rithm. The matrix game method was proposed by 
Deng et al.［8］ to obtain the approximate range of op‐

timal selection strategy of UAVs， and then genetic 
algorithm was used to find the optimal strategy with‐
in this range. Dantas et al.［9］ used artificial neural 
networks to generate responses related to tactical 
states according to sensor parameters， improving 
situational awareness and thus speeding up decision-

making in air combats. However， the optimization 
speed of the swarm intelligence method is slow， the 
parameters of the genetic algorithm are not easy to 
design， and the maneuver decision based neural net‐
works require a large number of sample data.

Reinforcement learning is an intelligent tech‐
nique that employs a “trial and error” strategy to en‐
gage with the environment， acquires knowledge 
from it， and progressively enhances performance. 
This approach effectively overcomes the limitations 
of other methods， such as intricate modeling， chal‐
lenging sample labeling， and tedious problem-solv‐
ing. Without manual intervention， it can generate 
reasonable decision sequences through self-interac‐
tive training， which can well solve the problem of in‐
telligent decision-making in UAV air combats. Yang 
et al.［10］ constructed the action space of the state ob‐
servation space based on the basic maneuver library 
and the proximal policy optimization， and designed 
the reward function， which had a win rate of 62% 
and a loss rate of only 11% in the simulation of air 
combats. Li et al.［11］ introduced an autonomous oper‐
ational decision model that employs the expert-based 
soft actor-critic algorithm. This innovative approach 
reconstructed the empirical replay buffer by leverag‐
ing expert experiences， significantly enhancing the 
exploration and utilization efficiency of deep rein‐
forcement learning. Crumpacker et al.［12］ constructed 
a Markov decision model representing aircraft action 
and energy， and used an approximate strategy itera‐
tion algorithm based on neural networks to generate 
high-quality maneuvering strategies.

In summary， regarding the UAV system as a 
typical agent system， many scholars have engaged 
in the application of multi-agent reinforcement learn‐
ing algorithms for UAV combats.

However， there are still some difficulties in the 
research of intelligent maneuvering decision-making 
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of UAV based on reinforcement learning： The sim‐
ulation environment is simple； most of the simula‐
tion environments are two-dimensional space； the 
impact of weapons on air combats is ignored； dimen‐
sional explosion exists； reward is sparse or delayed； 
situation assessment is incomplete； and generaliz‐
ability is low.

An approach is presented to address the UAV 
combat decision-making problem， focusing on the 
design of a UAV countermeasure decision-making 
that utilizes a combination of the reinforcement 
learning algorithm and the game theory. The pro‐
posed method is evaluated through simulation exper‐
iments， wherein it is compared against alternative 
reinforcement learning algorithms to assess its effec‐
tiveness.

The contributions of this paper are as follows：
（1） A comprehensive situation model for 

UAVs is established， specifically targeting action 
space， state space， and reward function for effective 
decision-making. Furthermore， an algorithm， 
named FSP-MAPPO， is designed for decision train‐
ing. This algorithm incorporates multi-agent proxi‐
mal policy optimization（MAPPO） and fictitious 
self-play（FSP） to enhance the decision-making and 
generalizability capabilities of the UAV.

（2） To facilitate the learning process of the 
UAV’s decision-making abilities regarding missile 
launch and evasion， a three-dimensional battlefield 
environment is constructed using JSBSim. Addition‐
ally， a missile system is integrated into the UAV to 
replicate real-world scenarios for effective decision-

making learning. Moreover， the performance of the 
proposed approach is compared against alternative 
reinforcement learning methods to assess its effec‐
tiveness.

The paper is structured as follows：
Section 1 provides a comprehensive overview 

of the decision-making problem. Section 2 presents 
the design of the air combat countermeasure algo‐
rithm based on deep reinforcement learning. Section 
3 conducts a thorough simulation analysis. Finally， 
Section 4 offers a concise summary of the study.

1 Problem Description 

The core component of UAV confrontation in‐
volves the aerial firefight between UAVs， wherein 
they employ missiles and other weapons to engage 
enemy UAVs. In this paper， the scenario of air com ‐
bat is designed as that UAVs equipped with identi‐
cal missiles are divided into the red and the blue 
teams to fight. The objective is to precisely strike 
enemy targets while evading the threat posed by ene‐
my missiles. To address this problem， the process 
is illustrated in Fig.1. Consequently， in order to es‐
tablish the state space， action space， and reward 
function， various models need to be developed. 
These include the UAV dynamics model， the mis‐
sile attack area model， and the confrontation angle 
situation model. Moreover， to facilitate decision-

making training using reinforcement learning algo‐
rithms， it becomes essential to construct a Markov-

based reinforcement learning model.

Fig.1　Framework for decision-making
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1. 1 Dynamics description of UAV　

As depicted in Fig.2， in the ground coordinate 
system， the axes Ox， Oy， and Oz correspond to 
the eastward direction， the northward direction， 
and the vertical upward direction， respectively［13］. 
The motion model of the UAV in this coordinate 
system is defined as

ì

í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

ẋ = v cos α sin ψ

ẏ = v cos α cos ψ

ż = v sin α

（1）

where the position of the UAV is denoted by x， y， 
and z； v represents the current direction of UAV ve‐
locity， while ẋ， ẏ， and ż represent the rate of 
change of v along the three axis directions； v' corre‐
sponds to the projection of v onto the xOy plane； α 
denotes the pitch angle as the angle between v' and 
v； β represents the yaw angle referred to as the an‐
gle between v' and the y-axis. Accordingly， the dy‐
namic model of the UAV in this coordinate system 
can be expressed as

ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

v̇ = g ( nx - sin α )

α̇ = g
v

( nz cos θ - cos α )

β̇ = gnz sin θ
v cos α

（2）

where g represents the acceleration due to gravity，
nx ∈ R and nz ∈ R denote the tangential overload and 
the normal overload， respectively； θ ∈[ - π，π] rep‐
resents the roll angle： [ nx，nz，θ ] ∈ R 3 serves as a 
practical fundamental control parameter in the UAV 
maneuver control mode， effectively governing the 

direction and magnitude of UAV speed. As a re‐
sult， these three parameters are commonly em ‐
ployed as command inputs for air combat decision  
making in UAV operations. Since only the influence 
of the states of UAV and missile on decision-mak‐
ing is considered in this paper， UAV flight interfer‐
ence factors are not considered in the UAV dynam ‐
ics modelling process.

1. 2 Air combat model of angle and attack 
range　

As shown in Fig.3， the effective launch area of 
an air-to-air missile is called the missile attack 
zone［14］. By launching missiles within this designat‐
ed area， an UAV can effectively strike enemy air‐
craft while minimizing the risk of self-inflicted dam ‐
age from missile explosions. The attack zone range 
of an air-to-air missile is determined by several fac‐
tors， including the maximum attack distance Dmax， 
the minimum attack distance Dmin， and the maxi‐
mum off-axis launch angle μmax.

The air-to-air missile needs time to calculate 
the missile launch data according to the target posi‐
tion， speed and other data， which is called the tar‐
get locking time tmax. Therefore， the definition is as 
follows： When the enemy UAV is located in the ef‐
fective launch area of the UAV， the UAV is superi‐
or to the enemy UAV， and if its residence time is 
longer than or equal to the target locking time， the 
successful launching of the UAV’s missile led to 
the destruction of the enemy UAV by the missile. It 
is defined asFig.2　Motion model of UAV

Fig.3　Effective attack area
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ì
í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

Dmin < D < Dmax

μ < μmax

t in ≥ tmax

（3）

where t in is the stay time of UAV in effective attack 
area； Dmin < D < Dmax means the UAV is in the 
range of the enemy UAV attack， and this attack 
range is a circular truncated cone. And D =
DAB cos φA， DAB and φA are defined below.

According to the needs of the attack model， 
the angle of attack and escape of UAV are also de‐
signed. They needs to be considered during missile 
launching. As shown in Fig.4， RA and RB represent 
the position of the UAV and the target， respective‐
ly. φA represents the angle between vectors ( RA -
RB ) and vA， which is called the angle of attack. Sim‐
ilarly， φB represents the angle between vectors 
( RB - RA ) and vB， called the escape angle. They 
are defined as

φA = arccos ( vA ( RB - RB )
 vA DAB ) （4）

φB = arccos ( vB ( RA - RB )
 vB DAB ) （5）

where DAB = RA - RB  is the distance between 
the drone and the target. And 0 ≤ φA，φB ≤ π.

1. 3 Markov decision process　

The Markov decision process （MDP）［15］ is of‐
ten used to simulate the random strategies and re‐
wards that agents can achieve in system states with 
Markov properties. If the state information of the 
system contains all the historical information， and 
the future state can be predicted from the current 
state without historical information， then the system 
has Markov property. Through the interaction be‐
tween the environment and the agent， the state of 

the environment only depends on the state and ac‐
tion of the current moment， and the MDP-based re‐
inforcement learning structure is shown in Fig.5.

In Fig. 5， the agent takes the current state and 
reward as input， generates and executes the action 
after being processed by the algorithm， which will 
change the environment and drive the environment 
to the next new state. At the same time， the envi‐
ronment feeds back a reward value of the agent to 
judge the quality of this action and guides the agent 
to optimize the next strategy. After repeated trial-
and-error learning with the environment， the best 
decision-making strategy for the tasks is generated 
and a higher long-term cumulative benefit can be ob‐
tained finally.

A quintuple S，A，P，R，γ  can be used to de‐
scribe a complete Markov decision process： S is the 
state set， S = { s1，s2，⋯，st }， which represents all 
the sets of states that may exist in the environment， 
and can be discrete or continuous. A is the action 
set， A = { a1，a2，⋯，at }， which represents all the 
actions that the agent may perform， and can be dis‐
crete or continuous. P is the probability of the state 
transition， which means that state st will transit to a 
new state st + 1 after action at is performed.The transi‐
tion to a certain state cannot be completely guaran‐
teed after a definite action is taken in a certain state， 
because it depends on the state transition probabili‐
ty. R is the reward feedback， which represents the 
reward value r obtained when the action at is taken 
in a certain state st and transferred to the next state 
st + 1. If the agent takes a more favorable action， the 
environment will give a higher reward. Otherwise， 
it will give a certain punishment. γ is the discount 
factor， and γ ∈ ( 0，1)， which is used to measure the 
importance of short-term and long-term incentives.

Fig.4　UAV attack and escape model

Fig.5　MDP-RL structure
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By calculating the reward value obtained by 
strategy π under state st， the expected value func‐
tion V π ( si ) is obtained， and its mathematical ex‐
pression is

V π ( si )= R ( si )+ γ ∑
si + 1 ∈ S

P ( si + 1  | si,π )V π ( si + 1 ) （6）

where R ( si ) is an immediate reward， and 
P ( si + 1| si，π ) represents the probability that the state 
is transferred from si to si + 1 after the corresponding 
action is performed by using strategy π in a certain 
state si.

2 Algorithm Design 

According to the task and decision-making of 
UAVs in confrontation， as well as the characteris‐
tics of cooperative operation of multi-UAVs， and 
according to the needs of agents in the construction 
of the above model， the state space， action space， 
reward function and multi-agent proximal policy op‐

timization algorithm based on self-play are designed 
in this part. The overall framework is shown in 
Fig.6.

2. 1 State space and action space　

According to the situation data， the UAV 
makes decisions through the trained policy network， 
and executes the action after making the decision， 
which makes the enemy enter the missile attack area 
of its own side and completes the combat mission. 
The air combat model part has described and calcu‐
lated the variables needed for UAV air combat.

Therefore， according to the requirements of air 
combat， combined with Eqs.（3—5）， the informa‐
tion of the UAV itself and the enemy information 
that can be obtained in the state space can be de‐
scribed as a tuple of the following eight elements， 
and expressed as

RRB,VRB,φRB,RRM,VRM,φRM,φA,φB （7）

where RRB，VRB，φRB represent the relative position， 
the relative velocity and the velocity angle of the 
UAV on both sides of the confrontation， respective‐
ly； RRM，VRM，φRM the relative position， the relative 
velocity and the velocity angle between the UAV 
and the attack missile， respectively； φA is the attack 
angle and φB the escape angle.

It can be seen from the dynamic model of 
UAVs that the motion of the UAV is controlled by 

tangential overload nx， normal overload nz and roll 
angle θ along the speed direction. Therefore， the ac‐
tion space of the UAV can be designed as a tuple of 
three elements and represented as

nx,nz,θ （8）

2. 2 Reward function　

The function of the reward algorithm is to let 
the UAV learn how to make the best choice in the 
confrontation environment in order to get the maxi‐

Fig.6　Training structure of UAV air combat decision
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mum reward value. In the UAV 2 v.s. 2 confronta‐
tion scenario， if the global reward is shared by all 
UAVs， it is easy to cause “lazy agent”. When some 
UAVs in the group perform well in the confronta‐
tion， they will be well paid， but some UAVs will 
give up exploration and remain in the current state 
as a result， because continuing to explore may bring 
punishment. Therefore， it is necessary to destroy 
the enemy UAVs as soon as possible without being 
attacked by the enemies. In this paper， a reward 
function is designed to destroy enemy aircraft， as‐
sist friendly aircraft and avoid collision.

（1） Destroy enemy aircraft
The angle and the distance are the key factors 

that affect the confrontation. The following two re‐
ward functions are designed for destroying enemy 
aircraft.

Attack angle advantage reward function

Rφ = 1 -
|| φA + || φB

2π （9）

where the angle of attack and the angle of escape of 
the two sides are φA and φB， respectively.

Distance advantage reward function

RD = exp ( - d - D opt

k ) （10）

where d = | RRB | is the distance between the oppos‐
ing sides； D opt the best air combat distance； and k 
the adjustment factor， which adjusts the gradient of 
the reward function of distance superiority.

（2） Assist friendly aircraft
A reward function based on cluster collabora‐

tive goal is designed to encourage each UAV to 
maximize the benefits of the cluster. The reward 
function for coordinated attack and mutual support 
UAVs is defined as

RH = -max D （11）
where D = { D 1

i，⋯，DM
i ，⋯，D 1

N，⋯，DM
N } represents 

the collection of distances between our own drones 
and all enemy drones；N the number of friendly 
UAVs； M the number of enemy UAVs； Dj

i the dis‐
tance between the ith friendly UAVs and the jth en‐
emy UAVs； and max D the maximum distance. 
When multiple UAVs are close to the enemy 
UAVs， max D is small， and the reward value RH is 

larger. If the other UAV in the cluster is farther 
away from the enemy aircraft， and the max D value 
is larger， the reward value RH is smaller.

（3） Avoid collision
In order to avoid collisions between UAVs， 

collision penalties should be set. When there is no 
collision， the agent is given a small but positive re‐
ward value. When the minimum distance D c be‐
tween UAVs is less than the safe distance D safe， it 
will be punished accordingly. The reward function is 
set as

RC = min ( R c1,D c - D safe ) （12）
The final reward function is as

R = λφ Rφ + λD RD + λH RH + λC RC （13）
where Rφ， RD， RH and RC are the attack angle re‐
ward， the distance reward， the assist friendly 
UAVs reward and the collision avoidance reward， 
respectively； λφ， λD， λH and λC the weights of the at‐
tack angle reward， the distance reward， the assist 
friendly UAVs reward and the collision avoidance 
reward， respectively.

2. 3 Multi-agent proximal policy optimization　

MAPPO［16］ represents a pioneering multi-agent 
reinforcement learning algorithm （MARL） de‐
signed to address intricate multi-agent cooperative 
decision-making problems. Unlike conventional sin‐
gle agent reinforcement learning algorithms， MAP‐
PO embraces a centralized training-distributed exe‐
cution paradigm， wherein multiple agents are collec‐
tively considered as an integrated entity. Conse‐
quently， during the training phase， the strategies of 
all agents are simultaneously optimized， establish‐
ing a synchronized approach towards enhancing 
overall performance.

Multi-agent reinforcement learning is divided 
into three architectures： Centralized， distributed 
and centralized training and decentralized execution 
（CTDE）［17］. The system of distributed architecture 
is dynamic and non-Markov. The centralized struc‐
ture has the problem that the input and output space 
is huge， so it is difficult to adapt to multi-agent sys‐
tems.

To address the aforementioned challenges， a 
prevalent approach in multi-agent reinforcement 
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learning adopts the CTDE framework. During train‐
ing， agents maintain a centralized critic that takes 
joint state-action as the input， providing an estimate 
of the expected reward. This enables agents to lever‐
age information from other agents and adapt to non-

Markovian and non-stationary environments. In the 
training， agents employ a decentralized policy based 
solely on their local implementation， alleviating the 
need for inter-agent communication and facilitating 
scalability in large-scale scenarios. The CTDE 
framework has been widely used in practical applica‐
tions， making it an effective and utilized approach in 
MARL.

The fundamental premise behind the MAPPO 
algorithm lies in employing proximal policy optimi‐
zation， which enables efficient coordination amid 
the training process of multiple agents. Primarily le‐
veraging the proximal policy optimization（PPO） 
method， the PPO algorithm accurately computes 
the optimization gradient directly from the current 
policy distribution by optimizing the action strategy， 
consequently facilitating updates to the policy pa‐
rameters.

Building upon the PPO framework， the MAP‐
PO algorithm fosters harmonious training interac‐
tions amidst diverse agents through the incorpora‐
tion of a shared value network and a traceable expe‐
rience playback buffer. These additions serve to 
streamline the training process， ensuring coopera‐
tive learning and enabling efficient knowledge trans‐
fer among the agents.

Utilizing the acclaimed actor-critic frame‐
work［18］， as illustrated in Fig.7， the MAPPO algo‐
rithm incorporates an actor network and a critic net‐
work， employing a vector parameterized neural net‐
work to represent strategies. The actor network 
plays a pivotal role in processing pertinent battle‐
field information， acquired by the agents， through 
neural network computations， ultimately generating 
the agent’s action output. Such battlefield informa‐
tion， in this study， encompasses crucial details such 
as the position and speed information pertaining to 
both adversaries.

The input parameters of the actor network in‐
clude the UAV relative position the RRB， the UAV 

relative velocity VRB， the UAV velocity angle φRB； 
the UAV missile relative position RRM， the missile 
relative velocity VRM， the missile velocity angle 
φRM； the attack angle φA and escape angle φB. The 
attack angle and the escape angle are described in de‐
tail in the air combat model of this paper.

The output parameters of the actor network are 
the action information of the UAV， including the 
tangential overload nx， the normal overload nz and 
the roll angle θ.

The objectives of the actor network optimiza‐
tion are

LA= 1
Bn ∑

i=1

B

∑
k=1

n

[ min ( r k
i A k

fi, ]clip ( )r k
i ,1-ε,1+ε A k

fi ) +

         σ 1
Bn ∑

i=1

B

∑
k=1

n

S e ( )π k
i （14）

clip ( r k
i，1 - ε，1 + ε ) = 

ì
í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

r k
i          1 - ε ≤ r k

i  ≤ 1 + ε
1 - ε           r k

i  < 1 - ε
1 + ε           1 + ε < r k

i

(15)
where B is the size of the batch_size； n the number 
of agents； A f the advantage function； π the policy 
function； S e the entropy of the strategy； σ a super 
parameter of the control entropy coefficient； and r 
the ratio of the new and the old strategy functions； 
and ε a super parameter of clip function.

Critic network guides the training of the actor 
network by evaluating the value of the state behav‐
ior. Critic network receives battlefield situation in‐
formation and agent action， and outputs the action 
state value.

Battlefield situation information includes the 
RRB， VRB， φRB， RRM， VRM， φRM， φA and φB. Agent 
action parameters are nx， nz and θ. The output pa‐

Fig.7　Actor-critic framework
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rameter of the critic network is the state value 
V ( s，a ) of the agent.

The objectives of the critic network optimiza‐
tion are

LC = 1
Bn ∑

i = 1

B

∑
k = 1

n

[ max ((V ( )sk
i - Ri )2,

( clip (V ( sk
i ),V old( sk

i ) - ε,V old( sk
i ) + ε )- Ri )2 ) ]

（16）
clip (V ( )sk

i ，V old( )sk
i - ε，V old( )sk

i + ε )=
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

V ( )sk
i                V old( )sk

i - ε ≤ V ( )sk
i ≤ 1 + ε

V old( )sk
i - ε          V ( )sk

i < V old( )sk
i - ε

V old( )sk
i + ε          V old( )sk

i + ε < V ( )sk
i

（17）

where V is the value function and R the discount re‐
ward.

Remark 1 In this paper， the traceable buffer 
with the characteristic of remembering the history in‐
formation is used to weight each advantage function 
from 1 to n iteratively， and to take the result as the 
final advantage function. It can balance the span of 
agent exploration and reduce variance. The advan‐
tage function is designed as

A k
fi = ∑

j = 0
ξ j ωk

i （18）

where ωk
i = Rk

i + γV π ( si + 1，ai + 1 )- V π ( si，ai )； ξ is 
the weight that balances the steps from 1 to n， γ a 
discount factor.

2. 4 FSP‑MAPPO　

Based on the game theory， it can be argued 
that UAV confrontation is characterized as an imper‐
fect information game. In other words， the UAV 
serves as the decision-maker， with each participant 
holding the ability to observe their own state and 
make decisions. However， when participants act si‐
multaneously， they are unable to obtain action infor‐
mation from others. Applying the reinforcement 
learning autonomous training method to facilitate 
the UAV game process， even though both UAVs 
operate in the same combat environment， they pos‐
sess independent decision networks and replay buf‐
fers. This enables them to train strategy networks in‐
dependently during confrontations.

The strategy model acquired through autono‐
mous training tends to excessively adapt to the train‐
ing environment and specific situations， resulting in 

a limited capacity for generalization. Consequently， 
when it is implemented in a novel environment， the 
policy model may struggle to make accurately in‐
formed decisions. In such scenarios， UAVs are 
compelled to begin the learning process from 
scratch， demanding considerable training time. To 
address the challenge of over-adaptation in UAV 
strategy models， the FSP-MAPPO algorithm draw‐
ing from the principles of FSP theory is intro‐
duced［19］. This algorithm serves the purpose of train‐
ing UAVs in confrontational settings.

The algorithm flow is shown in Algorithm 1. 
In the process of self-training， agents generate expe‐
riences or data such as states and actions in different 
simulation scenes and put them into the same experi‐
ence buffer， and then each agent calculates the opti‐
mal strategy by strengthening the behavior in the ex‐
perience pool. Finally， each agent updates its own 
strategy through the action‐critic network.
Algorithm 1 FSP-MAPPO
(1) Initialize the relevant network parameters of the 

MAPPO algorithm: The reward discount rate, 
the learning rate of the actor and the critic net‐
work, batch_size

(2) Initialize the experience buffer
(3) Initialize m combat situations
(4) For episode = 1,2,…,E:
(5)   Obtain the initial state s of UAVs in m situa‐

tions
(6)     For t = 1,2,…,T:
(7)       If the confrontation is not over:
(8)         Input the normalized combat st to the actor 

network to get action a
(9)         and carry out the action in various situations 

to obtain various states st + 1；

(10)         Calculate the UAVs attack angle reward, 
distance reward, reward to assist friendly 
aircraft

(11)         and collision avoidance reward in different 
situations, and get the final reward rt by 
weighting；

(12)         Store m groups of experience in the experi‐
ence pool.

(13)   If the number of experience entries in the expe‐
rience pool reaches the preset batch_size:
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(14)           Input the status, actions and rewards of 
the agent into the value network

(15)           For UAV i = 1,2,…,N:
(16)             Input the status, actions and rewards of 

the agent into the value network L；

(17)             Update the value network according to 
Eq.(14)；

(18)             Input advantage estimate L into the ac‐
tor network, calculate action an accord‐
ing to state S,

(19)             compare new and old networks, and up‐
date Eq.(15)；

(20)           end for
(21)         else: break
(22)       else: break
(23)     end for
(24)     episode = episode + 1
(25) end for

Remark 2 Specifically， in Algorithm 1， each 
FSP agent plays the game with other FSP agents in 
different situations. The result of each FSP agent’s 
play， denoted as ( st，at，rt，st + 1 )， is saved in the ex‐
perience buffer， and the best response ( sB，aB ) is cal‐
culated. When the buffer reaches its maximum size， 
the action critic network is used for iteration. The 
loss function of the actor network and critic network 
are formulated as Eq.（14） and Eq.（15）， respective‐
ly.

The specific update method for the action poli‐
cy is as follows. In this paper， the historical actions 
and best responses stored in the traceable buffer are 
used to train the average policy and the best policy. 
The average policy is updated based on the weight 
function.

π ( s,a )∝ ∑
k = 1

n

μk xk ( s ) Π k ( s,a ) （19）

πi = ( 1 - λ i ) πi - 1 + λ i ζ i （20）
where i represents the iteration count； k the net‐
work identifier； π the average policy； Π the policies 
generated by each network； ζ the best response to 
the current average policy obtained through policy 
network training； μx ( s ) a normalization constant re‐
lated to the state s； and λ ∈ ( 0，1) a weight coeffi‐
cient.

3 Simulation and Analysis 

In this paper， the environment model of attack 
and flight air combat of UAV is constructed by us‐
ing python language and JSBSim dynamics mod‐
el［20］. The application of FSP-MAPPO algorithm in 
UAV countermeasure missions is realized， and the 
effectiveness of the algorithm is compared. The sim‐
ulation experiment takes the red-blue air combat 
confrontation， as shown in Fig.8， as the back‐
ground， and UAVs compete for the airspace of the 
key places. The mission goal of both sides is to 
shoot down all the other UAVs， or to limit the local 
UAV to be in an inferior position in the airspace of 
the key area. In the experiment， the blue side UAV 
is an agent trained by the deep reinforcement learn‐
ing algorithm， and the red side UAV is a non-agent. 
The algorithm parameters are shown in Table 1.

Fig.8　Diagram of simulation confrontation plane

Table 1　Parameter settings of MAPPO algorithm

Parameter
Training episode

Time step
Buffer size

Discount factor
Clip params

Learning rate
Entropy coef

Recurrent hidden size
Number of parallel training

Value
1 000

0.2
3 000
0.99
0.2

0.000 3
0.000 1

128
4
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In order to verify the effectiveness of the deci‐
sion-making and show the process of UAV confron‐
tation， the simulation experiments are carried out 
and the results are shown in the Figs.9—11.

Fig.9 shows the process of 2B v.s. 2R confron‐
tation. Fig.9（a） represents the initial positions of 
the UAVs， and the confrontation positions of the 
UAVs are generated when they meet the require‐
ments of the confrontation environment.

Figs.9（a—c） show the process from the begin‐
ning of the operation of the UAV to the end of the 
confrontation. At the beginning， the drones of both 
sides fired missiles at each other， but the blue UAV 
equipped with the training algorithm turned to both 
sides in a more timely manner， thus avoiding the ex‐
plosion range of the missile. However， without the 
training algorithm， the red UAV did not escape in 
time， and did not flee the explosion range of the mis‐
sile in the first time， so it failed in the confrontation.

Fig. 9（d） shows the confrontation process of a 
UAV when the missile is exhausted or when the 
missile is not carried by the UAV. When the UAV 
does not carry missiles or runs out of missiles， the 
UAV will change the previous strategy of launching 
missiles-evading missiles， to cooperate with friend‐
ly aircraft to limit each other’s drones to an inferior 
posture.

To validate the generalization ability of deci‐
sion-making in different situations， the scenario 
based on a 2 v.s. 2 adversarial setup is designed， as 
shown in Figs.10， 11.

In Fig.10（a）， the number of blue team drones 
is reduced to one， and the initial position is set in 
such a way that the side of the blue team faces the 

front of the red team. At the beginning， the blue 
UAV immediately accelerates to fly within the mini‐
mum missile attack range of the red UAV to avoid 
being hit by missiles launched by the red team in a 
disadvantaged positions as shown in Fig.10（b）. 
Then， it continues to evade the red team encircle‐
ment and ultimately avoids their attacks as shown in 
Figs.10（c，d）.

In Fig.11（a）， the number of UAVs for the red 
and the blue teams are set as 4 and 3， respectively. 
The red team are arranged in a neat formation， 
while the blue team are in a scattered formation. At 
the beginning， one blue UAV engages in a distrac‐
tion tactic， similar to that in Fig.10 to divert the at‐
tention of two red UAVs. The other two blue 
UAVs cooperate to destroy one red UAV. That is 
in Figs.11（b，c）. Although the distracting UAV is 
destroyed， it creates an advantageous position for 
its friendly UAVs. Ultimately， the blue team man‐
ages to destroy three red team UAVs and emerges 
victorious in Fig.11（d）.

As depicted in Fig.12， the incorporation of a 
collision avoidance reward function helps to mitigate 
the collisions occurring due to conflicts during coop‐

Fig.9　Process of 2B v.s. 2R confrontation

Fig.10　Process of 1B v.s. 2R confrontation

Fig.11　The process of 3B v.s. 4R confrontation
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erative adversarial scenarios， consequently minimiz‐
ing the unnecessary damage incurred by the drones 
during the adversarial process.

In order to better evaluate the convergence 
speed of the algorithm， the total reward and the loss 
value of the strategy function in each round are re‐
corded in the experiment， and the convergence of 
the training network can be judged. The total re‐
wards curve and strategy function loss curve of the 
FSP-MAPPO algorithm， the MAPPO algorithm 
and the Q-learning algorithm under the same initial 
conditions are shown in Figs.13—14.

It can be seen that in 20×106—40×106 steps， 
because the FSP-MAPPO algorithm needs self-
game training， the early convergence and reward ac‐
quisition of the FSP-MAPPO algorithm are worse 
than those of the MAPPO algorithm without self-
play， but the three algorithms achieve local conver‐

gence in 40×106—60×106 steps. From the point of 
view of convergence and reward acquisition， there 
is little difference between the FSP-MAPPO algo‐
rithm and the MAPPO algorithm， but both are bet‐
ter than the Q-learning algorithm， and the FSP-

MAPPO algorithm quickly jumps out of the local 
convergence.

The MAPPO algorithm does not jump out of 
the local convergence until 60×106 steps， and the 
Q-learning algorithm does not jump out of the local 
convergence until 80×106 steps. Moreover， the 
convergence speed， the ability to jump out of the lo‐
cal convergence， the final convergence and the re‐
ward of FSP-MAPPO are superior to those of other 
comparison algorithms.

4 Conclusions 

Aiming at the countermeasure problem of 
UAVs with missiles， an autonomous decision-mak‐
ing algorithm of intelligent air combat based on the 
deep reinforcement learning is proposed in this pa‐
per. The UAV situation assessment model includ‐
ing missile attack area is established. The attack an‐
gle advantage， distance advantage， assist friendly 
aircraft and avoid collision reward function are com ‐
prehensively considered to guide the agent to con‐
verge to the optimal solution and avoid the sparse re‐
ward problem in reinforcement learning. Based on 
the MAPPO algorithm and the FSP algorithm， 
FSP-MAPPO is proposed to optimize the advan‐
tage function and policy generation， improving the 
performance and generalization ability of decision-

making.
On this basis， the air combat simulation of this 

method is realized and compared with other meth‐
ods. The results show that the FSP-MAPPO algo‐
rithm has better convergence speed and reward ac‐
quisition ability， and is more suitable for solving 
UAV confrontation decision-making problems.
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基于虚拟自博弈多智能体近端优化策略的无人机对抗决策

王明明 1， 张宝勇 1， 吴 冲 2， 平 原 2， 齐俊桐 3

（1.天津大学电气与信息工程学院，天津 300072，中国； 2.一飞(海南)科技有限公司研发中心，三亚 572025，中国； 
3.上海大学未来学院，上海 200444，中国）

摘要：研究了基于虚拟自博弈多智能体近端策略优化的无人机对抗决策问题。无人机对抗依赖自主决策，使无

人机能够根据环境信息生成行动指令。提出了一种基于红蓝空战任务的无人机对抗自主决策方法。首先，采用

导弹攻击区域与无人机之间的相对角度来评估当前情况。然后，以场景评估为指导，进行状态空间、动作空间和

实时奖励反馈的设计，简化训练过程。在此基础上，提出了一种利用虚拟自博弈多智能体近端策略的方法，旨在

从训练数据的经验缓冲区中推导出优势函数和平均策略。最后，通过对无人机执行红蓝对抗任务的仿真，验证

了该方法的有效性和优势所在。

关键词：无人机；空战；多智能体近端优化策略；决策
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